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Very Smooth... Something the ladies should take to the bubble bath 13 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul,

JAZZ: Jazz Vocals Details: Getting down to the basics and laying down a foundation, Kevin Nash

engages you in the quintessence of love. This anthology of love songs is dedicated to Kevins greatest

example of love here on earth - his parents 61 years of marriage. Fused with R&B, Jazz, and poetry,

Kevins mellow, soothing and sensual voice sets the tone for this tour de force that reminds us of how love

was designed to be - a love beyond space and time. With humble roots in Lake Charles, LA., Kevin Nash,

a self taught musician began playing the piano and singing at a young age. Although he began singing in

the church choir, his love of music and heart for people would bring about so much more. Destined for

purpose and a gift of orchestrating time and talent, Kevin would often put on talent shows in his

neighborhood. Growing up, he would pen lyrics and produce music in his bedroom closet that he turned

into a studio. Kevins budding talent was soon recognized in the community by a neighbor, Bro. James

Ford, who mentored and introduced him to what would begin his career in radio at the age of 12 at a local

station. His voice quickly gained the attention of listeners. Kevin Nash has created an extraordinary

presence on the radio scene and has generated a loyal following throughout California and abroad. With

an authentic heart for music this class act has worked just about all genres of music to include Gospel,

Light Rock, Jazz, Oldies and Urban Contemporary. To add to his credit, he is an accomplished voice over

artist who paints the picture with words. He is the voice of B.E.T from B.E.T. awards to Maad Sports as

well as AOL Radio and ABC sports Halftime Show. Kevin has worked with some of the best in the

industry. Currently, hes doing the most at Stevie Wonders KJLH 102.3FM with 3 powerful programs, Love

in the Spirit, The Gospel Caf, and Mid-days 10a-3pm. Kevin is truly an urban musical pioneer by his own

right. Despite his love for music, his focus has been on a different medium. Having 24 years of industry
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experience in broadcasting, Kevins radio career has definitely been the cornerstone to his success, but

music has always been a sideline. Musical skills are no secret to Kevin. He is an accomplished vocalist,

songwriter and producer. In addition to his vocal skills, he also plays the piano, sax and toys around with

guitar. His melodic voice will send womens hearts to flutter, but one could say that it is his heart in the

matter that captivates men and women alike. A Love Beyond Space and Time, a most personal album for

Kevin, is an insightful compilation that reminds us of how great a relationship between a man and woman

can be. Though his parents are resting in heavenly places, Kevin rekindles the lost art of romance, dating

beyond the first date and building together that sparks a love uncommon " a love beyond space and time.

These enchanting ballads boldly speak what some wont, but at the same time eloquently speak to what

some want - a love beyond space and time. Kevin is sure to be among the up-and-coming ballad stylists

of todays urban contemporary generation. He hopes that his expressions through song is yet another way

to enrich humanity by making a difference in the lives of people. Though life is different for Kevin without

his parents, he takes pleasure in knowing that their love continues to exist even beyond their last breaths.

What kind of love will you leave for the people in your life? Will it be a love beyond space and time?
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